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Videos from Sharing Websites

Abstract
Most existing techniques for analyzing face images assume that the faces are at near-frontal poses. Generalizing to non-frontal faces is often difficult, due to a dearth
of ground truths for non-frontal faces and also the inherent challenges of handling pose variations. In this work,
we investigate how to learn universal multi-view age estimator by harnessing 1) the rich video contexts, 2) publicly available labeled frontal face corpus, and 3) a limited
number of, even zero in theory, non-frontal faces with age
labels. First, a diverse human-involved video corpus with
about 9, 000 clips is collected from online video sharing
website such as YouTube.com. Then, multi-view face detection and tracking are performed to build a large set of
frontal-vs-profile face bundles, ∼20, 000, each of which is
from the same tracking sequence, and thus naturally with
identical age. These unlabeled face bundles constitute the
so-called video contexts, and the parametric multi-view age
estimator is inferred by 1) enforcing the face-to-age relation
for the partially labeled faces, 2) imposing the consistency
of the predicted ages for the non-frontal and frontal faces
within each face bundle, and 3) mutually constraining the
multi-view age models with the spatial correspondence priors derived from the face bundles. The derived multi-view
age estimator shows promising performance on a collected
evaluation dataset with faces in different views from the Internet, whose age information is annotated manually with
guidance from their surrounding texts .
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of learning multi-view age estimator from unlabeled video contexts and a small number of labeled faces. The ultimate multi-view age estimator is inferred and
enhanced by prior age knowledge and knowledge transfer across
multi-view faces.

systems, especially those not requiring the users’ cooperation, non-frontal faces may appear more frequently than
frontal ones. Hence a satisfactory multi-view age estimator
is highly desirable.
Creating such an estimator requires handling at least two
problems: 1) collecting a diverse non-frontal-face database
with reliable ground truth age information, and 2) dealing
with all possible head pose variations in the images. The
first problem is even more severe. It thwarts all methods
that attempt to directly learn models based on facial features and age labels, since there is often simply no enough
labeled data to learn from. Nor is this easily overcome by
brute force manual labeling, since manual work is tedious
and error prone even using human intelligence marketplaces
such as Amazon Mechanical Turk. The second problem, on
the other hand, appears to be more tractable: either use features which are invariant to pose or face alignment [21], or
else create multiple age estimators that use different features, one estimator for each pose [18, 19]. This leaves the
age dataset construction as the only ostensible solution.

1. Introduction
The ability to estimate a person’s age from his or her
face is particularly useful for applications such as demographic profiling, age-specific human-computer interfaces,
and age-oriented advertisement systems. To this end, many
researchers have developed classifiers or regression methods to estimate one’s age from a single facial image (e.g.
[8, 9, 7]). Most existing methods assume that face images
should be frontal or near-frontal. However, for practical
1

In this paper, we provide a simple yet effective solution to learning a multi-view age estimator with only a
few labeled faces. Figure 1 illustrates the entire framework on how to utilize video contexts for such a purpose.
First, a large number of human-involved videos are downloaded from online video sharing website, YouTube.com.
For each downloaded video, multi-view “face bundles” are
constructed based on multi-view face detection and tracking [24]. Here face bundle means a set of face images of the
same subject yet under different poses. Each bundle consists of several representative frontal and non-frontal faces
from the same retrieved tracking sequence, thus with identical age for all faces. At the same time, a set of labeled
faces from different poses are constructed, among which the
frontal faces are from those publicly available face datasets
for age related research. A small part of this dataset is used
for model learning while the left part is for validation of
the learned multi-view age estimator. As the remaining part
will show, our learning framework integrates and transfers
knowledge across multiple views and hence theoretically it
only demands one view containing the age label information and then age knowledge of other views, e.g. non-frontal
view, is not required. However, due to the imperfect knowledge transfer through our current collected face bundles, we
add very few labeled non-frontal faces to the learning procedure for guidance.
Then, using these labeled faces along with the unlabeled
face bundles, a parametric multi-view face age estimator
can be inferred by utilizing both the age knowledge from
the small set of labeled faces and the “age equivalence” constraint of any two faces in each multi-view bundle, which
can inter-infer the age models across multiple views. This
follows multi-view learning paradigm in machine learning
literature.
On the other hand, appearance relation between faces of
different poses can be estimated within each retrieved face
bundle. Methods such as optical flow [25] can infer the
pixel correspondence of face pairs from each face bundle
by matching the face appearance. Then the geometrical relation between two poses can be described by the average
pixel correspondence of face pairs of these two poses, which
can be further generalized to facial features associated with
specific spatial positions. We therefore design facial features which model spatial locations of face wrinkles, and
consequently the facial feature and age models should also
follow the derived spatial correspondence. We then introduce the spatial correspondence constraint on age models
of different poses, by which a transfer learning of age models across face poses can be conducted.
The main contributions of this work are two-fold: 1) collection of a large corpus of multi-view face bundles with
desirable diversities in age, pose, and ethnicity; and 2) a
framework to learn a multi-view age estimator from unla-

beled video contexts, i.e. multi-view face bundles, with the
assistance of some labeled faces. A practical system with
universal age estimation function on arbitrary pose, arbitrary age, and arbitrary ethnicity is expected based on this
work.

2. Related Work
Much research has been conducted for frontal-face age
estimation, e.g. [8, 9, 7, 5, 6, 10]. Most algorithms formulate age estimation as a classification problem, i.e. categorizing faces into children, younger and older adults. In recent years, the construction of several publicly available age
datasets, such as FG-NET aging database [1], YAMAHA
Gender and Age (YGA) database [11], and MORPH age
database [17], have encouraged researchers to go beyond
simple categorization to a more accurate estimation of age.
As pointed out in [4], many algorithms can achieve a
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of 4 to 5 years on the FGNET aging database. The methods employed are varied:
Geng et al. [12] used the Active Appearance Model [3],
while Suo et al. [23] used a Multi-Layer Perception. Yan
et al. employed a semi-definite programming formulation
in [20], and later introduced a patch kernel method coupled with Gaussian Mixture Models for age regression [21].
Guo et al. proposed a manifold learning method in [13],
and presented a probabilistic fusion approach in [14]. Fu
and Huang used discriminant subspace learning in [11].
The best performance to-date on the FG-NET dataset was
achieved by Guo et al. [15] using bio-inspired features.
Recently, Ni et al. [16] claimed that existing benchmark
datasets are too small to reliably evaluate algorithm performance, and argued that larger datasets mined from the web
can be used instead, which motivate us to investigate the
non-frontal age problem by employing web resources.
Takimoto et al. [18] and Li et al. [19] introduced the
non-frontal dataset HOIP and YAS respectively, and inspiring solutions for multi-view face modeling were proposed.
However, these two datasets both contain only one ethnic
group (Japanese). Moreover, the training and validation
of their age estimators follow the conventional supervised
learning paradigms on the same dataset. Hence the generalization capability of these approaches is not guaranteed and
their age estimation models do not show clear visual meaning. Currently, these two datasets have not yet been publicly
available.
Since it is infeasible to reliably obtain ground truth age
information on a large and diverse set of non-front face images. In this work, we instead investigate the possibility
of learning multi-view age estimator with few labeled faces
and use rich web resources for constraint. We also simplify
the facial feature and provide clear physical meaning of the
age model such as to reduce the possibility of overfit on
training data
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Figure 2. The C1 layer BIF feature extraction. The parts highlighted by red ellipsis model wrinkles on the face.
Table 1. Exemplar keywords used for downloading online videos
from YouTube and their corresponding numbers of video clips
downloaded.
Query
xfactor
home funniest video
African idol
Singapore idol
funny baby
child beauty queens
amazing child singers
...

Clip#
1428
146
89
131
76
56
424
...

Query
Amazing Race
American Idol
talk show
elder
baby laughing
kid commercial
...
Total

Clip#
587
1327
453
87
103
35
...
8986

3. Video Contexts: Multi-view Face Bundles
In this section, we introduce how to obtain a large set of
multi-view face bundles, which are consequently combined
with some labeled faces for learning of multi-view age estimator.
Firstly, a video corpus consisting of about 9, 000 humaninvolved videos are downloaded from online video sharing
website, Youtube.com. These videos were downloaded automatically via a set of manually prepared keywords. Some
example keywords and their statistics are listed in Table 1.
The downloaded video corpus from YouTube is very diverse, covering wide range of ages and poses, different capture situations, and various ethnicity, thus the derived multiview age estimator is expectable to be satisfactory in terms
of robustness and generalization capability.
We utilize a multi-view face detector [24] to detect faces
at varying poses from each video. Then we further implement facial components detection to locate key points
around the eyes and mouth. The face yaw rotation is also
estimated via these key point locations [24]. The detected
faces are tracked and grouped into different tracking sequences to discriminate person identities in case the video
shots contain multiple persons. Once a tracking session is
about to expire, the sequence of faces tracked are saved if
the sequence contains multiple poses of face according to
the outputs of the multi-view face detector.
The faces in the tracking sequence are then further

pruned according to the fine analysis of the faces:
• Clear: faces which have occlusion or blur in eyes and
mouth will be noisy for age estimator training. Thus
faces will be abandoned if eyes and mouth are not detected with high confidences.
• Well Aligned: we concern 5 different view angles group of face yaw rotation (left-right rotation):
[−10◦ , 10◦ ], ±[10◦ , 30◦ ] and ±[30◦ , 50◦ ].
• Face Number Limit: at most two qualified faces are
kept for each view angle. Hence at most 10 faces are
retained in one face bundle for the five views. This
is to constrain dataset size and prevent excessive nearduplicate samples.
Further, since the face component detection and pose estimation may result in inaccurate detection, we further filter noisy faces by the learned Principle Component Analysis (PCA) model from each pose group using the collected
faces. The faces which have very small projection norm on
the corresponding PCA models are then removed. The PCA
model filtering based on pixel-level appearance is a good
complement to the shape based face detectors and these two
steps of filtering can guarantee clear and well-aligned faces
in high probability.
For the face tracking, according to our empirical study,
different persons are reliably grouped in the collected
videos since most of the collected video shots are under
constant scenes. Thus the identity and rough face appearance of person should not change within the whole tracked
sequence and the age labels for faces within the same face
bundle are the same, which is referred to as video contexts
in this work and used to guide the learning of the multi-view
age estimator.
We also collect several publicly available frontal-facebased age datasets and a set of images from photo sharing web sites with age-related tags (e.g. ten-years-old, 15th
birthday). From the latter set, faces of multiple views are
further detected and manual annotation is conducted by verifying whether the ages tags with the faces are true.

4. Features for Wrinkle Representation
We specially design features for the representation of
wrinkles on faces using the state-of-the-art bio-inspired feature (BIF) [22], whose effectiveness has been well validated
in frontal face-based age estimation [15].
The BIF features simulate different layers of outputs in
human early visual system. The layers are named as S1,
C1, S2, C2, etc., which denote “Simple” and “Complex”
perception in different stages of the system. In this paper
we employ the C1 layer as the facial features.
The C1 BIF feature is extracted from dense grids with
variant sizes on the face area. We first crop and align the
faces to the size of 64 × 64 pixels with eyes located at coordinate (12, 18) and (52, 18) in the image plane as demonstrated in Fig. 2(a). The feature extraction procedure includes three layers of processing:
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1. Center-surround preprocessing: This procedure
simulates the first process of human perception which
highlights the local light contrast. We implement the
center-surround process within 6 × 6 local patches for
each face image. One example processing is displayed
in Fig. 2(b).

Figure 3. An illustration of the constraints for age model learning.
In the spatial correspondence image, different colors indicate that
in which direction the pixels in frontal face images corresponds
to pixels in profile face images (e.g. blue color indicates the corresponding pixels in profile face images are on a left direction of
those pixels in frontal face images).

2. Gabor filtering: This procedure simulates the S1
layer perception of cortex which discriminatively responses to edges with different orientations. Gabor filters with 4 orientations (0◦ , 45◦ , 90◦ , 135◦ ) are used
in this procedure. The size of Gabor filters varies according to the recognition tasks. In the age recognition
task, the BIF features aim to model wrinkles on the
face. Hence small size of Gabor filters show more effectiveness [15]. We further simplify Gabor filter used
in [15] to four different sizes: 3 × 3, 5 × 5, 7 × 7, 9 × 9
for accelerating feature extraction procedure while retaining good performance. The size 7 × 7 Gabor filters and one example processed image are displayed in
Fig. 2(c).

because on our video dataset with unconstrained environments, such methods tends to be more affected by illumination and face expression according to our empirical study.
In our model, the age of each datum is obtained by
y = aTk x, where x is the extracted feature vector and ak
is the regression vector for pose k. The physical meaning of this age estimator is to evaluate the strength of face
wrinkles at forehead, eyes, nose, etc. Fig. 5 demonstrates
weights of exemplar linear model for age estimation. The
positive weighted coefficients mostly locate near eyes and
nose which indicates that wrinkles at these locations contribute most in the estimation of ages. This notion is consistent with common sense.

3. Maximum pooling: The maximum pooling procedure
suppresses weak edges and emphasizes strong edge responses within a local area, which simulates the C1
layer perception of cortex [22]. The pooling grid size
is 4 × 4 for image filtered by size 3 × 3, 5 × 5 Gabor
filter and 8×8 for the other two Gabor filters. The final
C1 BIF feature is shown in Fig. 2(d).

5. Learning Multi-view Age Estimator
5.1. Age Modeling
After the BIF features are extracted from the face bundles and labeled faces, linear regression is used for the
age estimator training. We do not directly adopt previous
subspace-learning or kernel learning based learning method

5.2. Problem Formulation
Fig. 3 summarizes the formulation of our proposed
multi-view age estimator learning problem. Suppose the
face bundle dataset is denoted by B. The i-th datum of B is
Bi = {{x1i , x2i , ..., xni i }, {p1i , p2i , ..., pni i }, yi },
where ni denotes the number of faces in Bi , xji ∈ Rd
denotes the feature vector of the jth face in the ith bundle,
pji ∈ {1, 2, ..., M } denotes its poses group, and M = 5 in
this work.
As aforementioned, a small labeled age dataset is included in the learning procedure. We denote them as labeled face bundles with only one face and use yi ’s to denote
their age labels. We also introduce the index set L and U

to represent the labeled and unlabeled set of face bundles
respectively.
We aim to learn M age models a = [a1 ; a2 ; ...; aM ] for
the M poses. Three constraints on the age estimator from
supervised learning, multi-view learning and transfer learning are concerned respectively in the learning procedure:
1. Feature-age consistency: the age models should provide consistent estimated ages for the labeled face bundles.
2. Age equivalence: the age equivalence relation within
unlabeled face bundles is valuable to enforce the consistency of the multi-view age estimator.
3. Spatial correspondence: we propose that the spatial
relation of models can be reflected by matching appearance of faces across poses. In this work, we use
the optical flow [25] method to first estimate pixel correspondence between face pairs from the same person and different pose. Then the spatial relation constraint of models can be built from the average pixel
correspondence for the face pairs. Fig. 3 demonstrates
the learned pixel-level correspondence constraint from
face bundles.
Based on these three motivations, we can consequently
formulate the objective function as follows:
a∗

=

arg min
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where the first three items characterize the three constraints
respectively:
The first item measures the feature-age consistency on
the labeled face set. Denote Xk , yk , k ∈ {1, 2, ..., M } as
the feature matrix and label vector of the labeled set for pose
k, then the derivative with respect to a is:
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The second item denotes the age equivalence constraint
for individual unlabeled face bundles, where the set Oi =
{aTp1 x1i , aTp2 x2i , ..., aTpn xni i } includes the estimated ages for
all faces in ith face bundle and var(Oi ) denotes the variance
of the estimated ages. If we further expand var(Oi ) to
var(Oi )

=
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In the third item, Tk→j is the matrix form of the average pixel correspondence to transfer age model from pose
k to pose j. This item constrains the elements with spatial
correspondence between aj and ak to be similar. This constraint is again a quadratic form of the model a and thus the
derivative with respect to a is:
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Hereafter formulation (1) can derive a globally optimal
solution by setting its derivative 0:
dL2
dL3
dL1
+α
+β
+ λI = 0,
da
da
da

which is a linear system and can be easily solved. Parameters α and β respectively control the regularization on age
equivalence and spatial correspondence of models. They
are adjusted for reasonable regularization.

var(Oi )

M
M
X
X

then the second item can be considered as constraints from
face pairs of pose j and k from the same face bundles. Denote Xjk , Xkj , j 6= k as the two feature matrices of such
face pairs (two vectors from the same column of these two
matrices form a face pair from pose j and k), then the
second item can be converted to a quadratic form and the
derivative with respect to a is:

6. Experiments
6.1. Dataset construction and denoising
Table 2. Number of face pairs across face poses collected from the
unlabeled face bundles. Five poses with different face yaw rotation
angles are concerned in this work.
pose
−40◦
−20◦
0◦
20◦

−20◦
19402
–
–
–

0◦
19323
37711
–
–

20◦
7857
13732
34013
–

40◦
4560
7227
16086
16397

We collected 8986 videos1 from Youtube.com searched
using over 50 keywords. From these videos, 47593 raw face
sequences were retrieved by the face detection and tracking
procedure and 19647 face bundles were kept after the pruning procedure by fine face detection and PCA model filtering as described in Sec. 3. Totally 95893 face images are
contained in the final face bundles.
1 Two examples of these videos are http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=4Fd0gNWFHEA and http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=S0ynRWX6lSs

Table 3. Number of non-frontal faces in the collected labeled
multi-view face dataset.
pose
face number

−40◦
1227

−20◦
1434

20◦
1587

40◦
1431

Figure 4. An illustration of the collected labeled multi-view face
dataset. Note that the frontal faces are from the publicly available
datasets for age related research (middle column).

As aforementioned, the age equivalence constraint of
face bundles originates from multi-view face pairs within
each face bundle. Thus we further expressed the face bundles in the form of face pairs for the further age estimator
learning. Table 2 shows the number of face pairs of different views from the face bundles, which is the ultimate
constraint number added to the learning procedure. Note
that hereafter we denote the five concerned face poses by
their mean yaw rotation angles, i.e. 0◦ , ±20◦ and ±40◦ respectively. Generally, the constraint number between near
frontal poses is larger due to more near frontal faces are detected.
Fig. 6 shows some examples of these face pairs, which
are across different age ranges, ethnicity, poses, capturing
environments.
We also construct a labeled multi-view face dataset. We
use more frontal faces (total number 12607) and less nonfrontal faces (the data number shown in Table 3) since several well-labeled age datasets of frontal faces are available
such as FG-net, MORPH and YGA. These data provide
more accurate age knowledge. FG-net and MORPH contain
faces of western people while YGA contains Asian people.
Thus we balance these three datasets to generate a diverse
subset. Then a similar face detection and alignment process
is performed on the frontal and multi-view face dataset and
faces with high quality are kept. A preview of this dataset

is as shown in Fig. 4.

6.2. Multi-view age estimator learning
6.2.1 Experiment setup
For all the experiments, the extracted faces are aligned and
represented by BIF feature as described in Section 4. The
dimension of the extracted BIF feature is 4040. Due to the
symmetry of faces, faces of pose −40◦ and −20◦ are directly flipped to pose 40◦ and 20◦ respectively. And faces
of pose 0◦ , i.e. near frontal, are forced symmetric and represented by features from one half of the face while the face
feature dimension can be reduced to 2104. Consequently,
the pose number of age model number is reduced to 3,
namely pose 0◦ , 20◦ and 40◦ and the total dimension of
the 3 age models is 10184 with one symmetric face model
and two non-symmetric face models.
6.2.2 Training and visualization of age models
To simulate the situation with insufficient labeled faces, our
age estimator is trained from the collected face bundles and
5% of the labeled multi-view face datasets while another
95% of the labeled multi-view faces are used as test subset
for age estimator evaluation. Consequently the number of
non-frontal face for training is around 60 for each pose.
Using the obtained training data, the age models are
learned via the proposed learning method. The parameter
α, β, and λ are adjusted for proper regularization to the age
models. Fig. 5 shows the visualization of positive weights
of the learnt age models.
As observed from the model visualization, clear visual
meaning of the age models is demonstrated, i.e. positive
weights model possible locations of wrinkles which make
human face appears older. On the other hand, negative
weights model the significance of face component edges
such as eyes, nose and mouth. It is reasonable since children and the youth mostly have smooth skins and the facial
components are more distinguishable, and hence the learning process models these as negative components. To conclude, the entire age regression process evaluates the degree
of aging from variant cues on faces.
6.2.3 Labeling the face bundles
Although the face bundles are unlabeled and only used to
constrain age models and transfer age knowledge, the labels
of face bundles can be obtained during the learning process.
Fig. 6 shows several example labeling of the face pairs. This
experiment shows that faces from different ages can be well
constrained by the face bundles. The usefulness of the face
bundles are hence further validated.

6.3. Statistical evaluation of age estimator
We setup the experiments on our collected evaluation
dataset for statistical evaluation and comparison with three

pose
Our age estimator
Frontal
Multi-view
without face bundles
Self cross validation

(a) pose 0◦

Table 4. Age mean absolute errors (MAEs) (year) comparison.
−40◦
−20◦
0◦
20◦
10.79(±0.22) 10.38(±0.19)
6.94(±0.07)
10.96(±0.21)
16.71(±0.24)
17.72(±0.30)
6.77(±0.08)
17.74(±0.23)

40◦
11.75(±0.30)
17.40(±0.29)

12.67(±0.30)
9.44(±0.73)

13.90(±0.41)
10.79(±0.77)

12.76(±0.26)
9.99(±0.79)

8.19(±0.13)
6.75(±0.16)

13.20(±0.31)
10.31(±0.74)

(b) pose 20◦

(c) pose 40◦

Figure 5. Visualization of age models. The red and blue oriented edges respectively denote the positive and negative weighted entries with
correspond location and orientation of the models.

baseline age estimators. The proposed BIF features are used
in all these methods and the result comparisons measured
by mean absolute error (MAE) of age estimation are shown
in Table 4. The baseline methods and our method all run
20 folds of train-test subset split. Then the mean MAE and
standard deviation of MAE is reported.
• Our method: we use 5% of the labeled multi-view
faces for training and the rest as test subset of our
multi-view age estimator as aforementioned.
• Frontal estimator: the simple age estimator learned
from labeled frontal faces in the same manner with
previous approaches such as [15]. This age estimator can achieve state-of-the-art performance on frontal
face datasets (around 6 years MAE).
• Multi-view estimator without face bundles: the
multi-view age estimator learned without the assistance of the unlabeled face bundles, i.e. the direct supervised learning strategy.
• Self cross validation: For each view, we use 95% of
the data to train and the other 5% to test. This is to
evaluate the best possible performance on the dataset
The comparison shows that neither frontal estimator nor
multi-view estimator without assistance of face bundles can
achieve good performance, which supports our argument
that simple supervised learning of the complex age model
tends to over-fit to training data and cannot generalize well.
In contrast, our proposed multi-view age estimator, though
similarly with weakly supervised information, can achieve
comparable results with the self cross validation evaluation
and act more stable with the constraint of unlabeled face
bundles.

Table 5. Age mean absolute errors (MAEs) (year) comparison.
Age
0 ∼ 10
10 ∼ 20
20 ∼ 30
30 ∼ 40
40 ∼ 50
50 ∼ 60
> 60

−40◦
10.00
14.74
12.20
11.48
10.86
11.58
8.40

−20◦
10.59
14.05
12.04
11.16
11.24
12.28
9.91

0◦
8.76
7.57
7.36
7.95
8.61
7.34
5.83

20◦
11.45
14.73
12.87
12.53
11.54
14.01
9.34

40◦
14.62
13.24
13.91
10.56
10.55
11.98
9.62

It should be noted that the MAE on our evaluation
dataset is generally larger than previous reported results
([19] with MAE 8.64). It is mainly due to 1) faces are collected from web photos using automatic face detector which
may contain much more noises than traditional face set by
manual labeling and 2) larger pose variation exists in the
multi-view setting while the view angles are inferred via
automatic face detection.
We also show our estimation error (mean performance)
within each age interval in Table 5 as well as the cumulative age error in Fig. 7 on the test subset. The results
show that senior aged persons tend to be correctly recognized since the age models most focus on wrinkle modeling.
While on younger people faces, false wrinkles often appear
while smiling or opening the mouth and thus large estimation error occurs. The cumulative age error curve show that
around 80% of frontal faces and 50% non-frontal faces are
estimated within 10 years age error.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, motivated by the rich video context information, namely faces of the same age (actually from the
same person) yet at different poses exist quite frequently in
videos, we proposed a framework unifying the techniques
of supervised learning, multi-view learning and transfer
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Figure 6. Exemplar face pairs from face bundles for pose 0◦ , 20◦ and 40◦ . The ages of face bundles are estimated by the learnt age
estimator.
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Figure 7. Cumulative scores for different poses. The x-axis denotes the age error level and y-axis denotes percentage of data
within the corresponding error range.

learning to learn a multi-view age estimator based on a
large set of unlabeled multi-view face bundles and a few labeled faces. The parameter of the multi-view age estimator
is inferred by enforcing the label-to-feature consistence for
all labeled faces and imposing the additional video context
constraints of the face bundles. Owing to the diversities of
the face bundles from web videos in age distribution, pose,
capture situation, and ethnicity, the non-frontal age estimator shows to be very robust and universal. A direct output of
this work is a robust and universal system for collecting demographic data or other age-targeted commercial systems.
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